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INTRODUCTION 

I\though the clinical use of relax:uion strategies 
have shown positive effects in arousal reduction, 
there is a small but growing litcrature pointing 

out some of the potential adversc effects of these 
strategies. For example, Lazarus and Mayne (1) (p. 
261) cited such negative effects for progressive, deep 
muscle relaxation as "relaxation induced anxiety and 
panic, paradoxical increases in tension, and parasym
pathetic rebound." There have been similar reports of 
negative effects for meditation (2-5). Thcsc reports 
indicate that meditation may be contraindicated for 
those with certain types of psychiatric illncss (2); that 
too much daily meditation may precipitatc psychiatric 
illness and impaired reality testing (4). 

Most of these case reports werc with short terlll 
meditators. However, in a reanalysis of his data, Otis 
(5) reported that negative effects of meditation (Tran-
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scendental Meditation) were stronger in 18 month 
meditators than in 3-6 month meditators. Further, 
even teacher trainees ofTM with an average of 46.7 
months practice, continued to report the same adverse 
effects. Otis concluded his study by noting that al
though 52-64% of his subjects did not list a single 
adverse effect, that the number of those reporting 
adverse effects was sufficiently high to warrant further 
investigation. 

The current study can be seen as both a replication 
(with a different population) and an extension of the 
Otis study in two ways. First, adverse effects were 
assessed both retrospectively (as did Otis) as well as 
prospectively. Secondly, the longest term meditation 
group in Otis's study was 46.7 months, whereas in this 
study the middle group is 47.1 months, and the longest 
group is 105 months. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Subjects and Setting 
Subjects were 27 individuals, 17 men and 10 

women, with a mean age of35.6 years (sd 13.2), who 
had signed up for an intensive Vipassana meditation 
retreat in Barre, Mass, and agreed to parricipate in the 
research study. This number who agreed to participate 
represented 25% of those who were ;mending the 
retreat. All subjects had meditated previously, with the 
average length of meditation experience 4.27 years (sd 
3.32). Seventy percent meditated regularly, more than 
an hour a day. Two thirds had previously practiced 
Vipassana; and the remaining 33.3% practiced differ
ent types of concentrative or opening-up types of 
meditation (eg., mantra; silent; mindfulness; Soto 
Zen; breathing concentration; yoga; visualization). A 
little less than 1/4 ofthe group were married; over 70% 
had completed college; over 1/3 were arheist/agnostic; 
and over 50% were in professional careers. 

Grouping by Length ofPractice 
For some of the analyses, the meditators were 

divided into three groupings based on length of prac
tice. Group one (n= 10) had practiced two years or less. 
Test Time One average was 16.7 months practice, 
approximately 45 minutes a day, 800,.{) regular medita
tors. Group 2 had practiced from over rwo years to less 
than seven years. Test Time One average was 47.1 
months, approximately 45 minutes a day, 88.8% regu
lar meditators. Group three (N=8) had practiced seven 
years or more. TestTime One average was 105 months, 
75% were regular meditators, over an hour a day. 

Nature ofVipassana Meditation 
The meditative technique practiced at the retreat 

was Vipassana, part oftheTheravadati Buddhist tradi
tion. Vipassana meditation is a mindfulness type of 
meditation practice, a quieting technique designed to 
observe the mind and develop concentration. The 
individual is instructed to develop a "bare awareness," 
observing "whatever comes into awareness" without 

.. judging or evaluating (6). Individuals fIlling out the 
questionnaire had chosen either to attend a two week 
or three month meditation retreat. In the retreat, the 
day is structured into 45 minute to one and one
quarter hour segments beginning at 5:30 a.m. until 10 
p.m. Formal meditation, both sitting and walking, 
occurs a minimum often hours per day. Furrher, the 
explicit demand characteristics of the retreat are that 
mindfulness meditation should be practiced at all 
times during the day, from when the eyes first open in 
the morning, to when they close at night. Silence at 
meals and all other times throughou t the retreat is 
observed by the meditators except for sessions with 
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teachers, which occur once every few days. 

Method ofAssessment 
General effects of meditation were assessed via a 

paper and pencil questionnaire as pan of two larger 
questionnaires on 1) Adherence, Expectation, Motiva
tion; and 2) Mode of Control. The questions on 
Meditation Effects followed three prior questions ask
ing 1) Why had the individual started meditation; 2) 
What did they perceive to be the qualities of a gifted 
meditator; and 3) What specifically did they hope to 
get from the current retreat. These questions were 
designed to assess "expectation effects." Subjects were 
then provided space to list (in an open ended format) 
the effects of meditation on their life under three 
categories 1) Positive influences 2) Adverse influences; 
and 3) General influences. 

Data Collection and Analysis 
A questionnaire was filled out before the medita

tors entered the retreat (retrospective-time one) and 
information was then gathered prospectively at one 
month (time two) and six months (time three) after the 
end of each retreat. Each individual who did not 
respond to the one month or six month follow-up 
within two weeks was sent a second form requesting 
compliance. 

Three types of data analysis were performed: to 
compare responders to non-responders; to compare 
frequency of adverse effects to positive effects; and 
general descriptive statistics to examine the nature of 
the adverse effects. Regarding non-responders, of the 
27 individuals assessed at time one, 16 (59.3%) ruled 
out the questionnaire at time two; and 13 (48.1 %) at 
time three. To assess whether there were differences in 
those who responded versus those who did not, aFisher 
exact chi-square (7) analysis was used to compare 
differences betWeen those who completed follow-up 
questionnaires and those who did not. Two four celled 
chi-square were performed. The first, comparing time 
one and time two, examined those who reponed 
adverse effects and those who did not at time one in 
terms ofthose who took the assessment at time two and 
those who did not. The second chi-square made a 
similar comparison for time one and time three. There 
were no significant differences in either case. 

To compare the frequency ofadverse and positive 
effects, a non-parametric sign test (7) was used to 
compare the reporting of at least one adverse and/or 
positive influence. On the questionnaire an individual 
was free to report one or more adverse effects (or none) 
and/or one or more positive effects (or none). For this 
analysis, regardless of frequency or intensity, a person 
was given either a 1 or 0 depending upon whetherthere 
was at least one positive effect, and a 1 or 0 depending 
upon if there was at least one negative effect. The sign 
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test was used to determine whether there were more of 
one type of effect than another. 

RESULTS 

Frequency ofAdverse and 
Positive Effects Compared 

Subjects reported significantly more positive than 
negative effects from meditation at time ol1e (2 tailed 
p=.002); and at time three (p=.0215). 

Adverse Effects 
Of the twenty-seven subjects, seveIHeen (62.9%) 

reported at least one adverse effect at on e of the three 
time periods. The frequency ofadverse eft-eC[s was not 
affected by length of practice (chi-sq uare=3.68; df=2; 
p=.16). Yetthe trend is in the opposite di rection from 
what one might expect: the fewest individu~lls reporr
ingadverse effects were in group one (40<%), which had 
practiced less than two years; and the highest freq uency 
of subjects reporting adverse effects was from group 
three (75%), which had practiced the longest, over 8.5 
years. These results were similar both retrospectively 
(time one) as well as prospectively (time two, time 
three). 

Two (7.4%) of the twenty-seven individuals suf· 
fered profound adverse effects of such intensity that 
they stopped meditating. Both subjects were nde, but 
one was in group one (shortest length of practice) who 
had taken the two week retreat; al1d the orller was in 
group three (longest length of practice) and had taken 
the three month retreat. The group one individual 
wrote at one month follow-up that the retreat Idi: him 
totally disoriented: "confused, spaced out, (]uit medi

tation since retreat." 
The group three individual noted at the six month 

follow-up: 
My experience of returning from the retreat 

was a difficult one. The mind set values that the 
retreat cultivated felt out ofsynch with the world 
I came back to and I've been slowly digesting the 
transformative changes that the retreat generated. 
Lots ofdepression, confusion, struggle during the 
last six months.... experienced some severe shak
ing and energy releasing; eventually injured my 
back and stopped doing Vipassana practice. 

Of those reporting adverse effects, intrapersonal 
were mentioned by 13 (76.4%); interpersonal by three 
(17.6%); and societal by three (17.6%) (More than 
one could be listed by an individual). 

Intrapersonal adverse effects could be divided, 
heuristically, into four groupings. The first was in
creased negativity, which included statements such as 
increased awareness ofnegative qualities and emotions 
within myself (e.g., more judgmental, increased nega
tive emotions, more emotional pain; increased fears 
and anxiety; more high strung. The second was in
creased disorientation, which included statements such 
as"confused about who I am; "loss oforientation; "loss 
ofself'; "becoming aware ofhow low my selfimage is, 
how often I get down on myself;" "a feeling ofincom
pleteness, that I need something else"; decreased ( 
attentional clarity: more spaced out, confused mind, 
ego strain; less motivated in life. The third was ad
dicted to meditation, including such statements as 
"attached to quiet and withdrawal"; feel I am missing 
something between meditation retreats. And finally, 
boredom and pain. 

Examples ofworsened interpersonal relationships 

Table 1. Adverse and positive influences from meditation: Number of Subjects Reporting at Least One 
Adverse and/or Positive Influence. 

[Retrospective) (Prospective) 

Nat T1 Time One* * TimeTwo TimeThree* 

Adverse 

overall 
Group 1 
(16.7 mo) 
Group 2 
(47.1 mo) 
Group 3 
(105 mo) 

Positive 

27 

10 

9 

8 

15(27)=55.5<Yij 

4(10)=40<YtJ 

5(9)=55S~/il 

6(8)=75% 

7( 16)=43.8% 

2(5)=40% 

3(5)=60% 

2(3)=66.6% 

5(13)=38.5% 

0(3)=0% 

1(4)=25% 

2(3)=66.6% 

... overall 
. *P=<.05 

24(27)=88.8%" 13(16)=81.3% 12(13)=92.3%* 

**P=<.OI 
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included "my family objects; I meditate as alternative 
{ to people; increased awareness of negative qualities of\ others, more judgmental of others, feel "Elise" superi

ority; increased discomfort with currelH friends; realize 
how bad my home situation is." Finally, examples of 
societal adverse effects included feelings of increased 
alienation from society; more uncomfortable in real 
world; hypersensitive to city envi ronment; hard to 

adjust to the world. 

Positive effects. 
As noted in Table 1, eighty-eight per-cent (24 of 

27) individuals listed positive eHects at time one; 13 of 
16 (81.3%) individuals at time two; and 12 of 13 
(92.3%) at time three. These positive influences in
cluded greater happiness and j0y; more positive think
ing, more self-confidence; better ability to get things 
done (more effective); better problem solving; more 
accepting, compassionate, roleralH to self', and to oth
ers; more relaxed, less stressed, more rcsiliel1t; better 
able to control feel ings. 

DISCUSSION 

This preliminary investigation of long term medi
tators showed adverse efh:cts occu rri ng in 38% 
to 55.5% ofthe individuals re~)()ni ng at di fferent 

time periods. These figures, based 011 Vip:L~sana medi
tation developed within the Buddhist tradition, is" 
comparable to the 36% to 4H% adverse eHects re
ported in the Otis (5) study (with Transcendental 
Meditation developed within the Hindu/Vedic tradi
tion). Further, rather than adverse effcets decreasing 
based on length of practice, there is an increase in the 
percentage ofthose who reporr ad verse eHects based on 
the length of practice. This finding also replicates 
Otis's earlier finding that the adverse-effects of'medita
tion (Transcendcn tal Meditation) were stronger in 18 
month meditators than in 3-6 month meditators, and 
even teacher trainces ofTM with an avcragc of 46.7 
months practice, continued to rcport the same adverse 
effects. In this study, 75% ofsu bjeets with 105 months 
meditation experience repofted adv('rse cHeers, com
pared to 40% of those with 16.7 mOlHhs cxperience. 

At first glance these data appc:ll" perplcxing. With 
this high a percentage of self-reponed aclvcrse influ
ences, why do these su bjects continue to Illedi ratc, and 
even attend an intensive meditation rerreat? Ccrtainly 
one possibility is that the individuals l11ust fcel that, at 
some level, the positive benehts of" mediration out
weigh the negative. As noted, the dara indicate that 
nearly 90% of the individuals at pretcst cited positive 
influences of meditation; and cxpeetatioll eHects for 
the individuals regarding meditation at time Olle were\~ 
100% positive. 

Second, individuals that listed an adverse influ-
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ence often noted that there was a positive aspect to it, 
either currently, or within a philosophical context. 
One person noted; "-my family objects to my partici
pation in the Buddhist way, but they enjoy being 
around me more". Another noted (time two) "briefbut 
powerful experience ofegolessness which brought deep 
terror and insecurity caused by reflex of mind. This is 
temporary; the fear will pass." At time three, this 
person said there were no adverse effects, noting that in 
meditation he is able to see that life is really "a roller 
coaster of powerfully pleasant and unpleasant experi
ences. Over time I learned the patience and forbear
ance and equilibrium to treat pleasant and unpleasant 
alike, with the same unattached awareness. This leads 
to a wonderful sense of strength and a lessening of 
fear." Thus, for some individuals, the adverse effects 
seem to be transformed over time, and are seen not as 
problems, but as something from which a person can 
learn. 

One especially thoughtful and insightful explana
tion and description of this issue based on personal 
experience was given by another participant. His notes 
were quite instructive, and are therefore cited here in 
some detail. 

As background, he noted that for two years he was 
disabled with active suicidal depression, including two 
hospitalizations and many forms of treatment, includ
ing psychotherapy, bioenergetic therapy, drug treat
ments of many kinds and electroconvulsive therapy. 
He statd that: 

For me meditation is by far the most effective. 
form of therapy... it is not a palliative; rather it 
eli minates the cause of mental suffering at its very 
roOts. However, I have found in my own experi
ence that I needed a certain degree of mental 
health and stability before I could undertake in
tensive meditation. Most psychotherapy seems to 
me a way ofstrengthening the ego. Meditation is 
a way of tearing it down. 

The paradox is that one seems to need a 
rdatively strong ego in order to endure its re
moval. .. Three months ofintensive uninterrupted 
meditation seemed to me very much like a con
trolled breakdown, paralleling in many marked 
ways my own breakdown four years ago. 

In order to reach a deeper stability, one be
comes fundamentally destabilized. To undergo 
this, one needs considerable preliminary strength 
and faith. If that strength and faith do not exist, 
intensive meditation can be dangerous. One of 
my colleagues during the three month retreat was 
asked to leave early because he was becoming 
seriously unstable and delusive. Degeneration 
continued at home for a month and a half. Even- ~ 
tually he attempted suicide because he had" failed" . 
to become enlightened. He is now hospitalized 
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and is seriously mentally ilt. 
The above account suggest that f<)r one indi vidual, 

the adverse effects were part ofpositive personal rrans
formation, but for his friend, they were nor. Similarly, 
in this study, there were those for whom positi ve cffects 
outweighed the adverse effects; bLlt there were aIso two 
for whom the adverse effects forced the individual to 

stop meditating. And one individual nored that she 
realized that what she needed was psychological in
sight, not "bare awareness" of meditation. 

Clinicians and health care professionals may use 
meditation as a relaxation techniquc (8) and as an 
adjunct in psychotherapy (9-11), and theref<Jre should 
be aware of these possible adverse effecrs. hmher, 
individuals may practice meditation f<)r a variery of 
reasons, ranging from relaxation to personal and spiri
tual development (12,13). Some of rhese individuals 
may develop emotional, physical, and/or psychoso
matic adverse effects, as this study indicares. Again, it 
is important that the clinician be sensirive ro rhese 
adverse effects, the potential developmciHa I issu es, and 
the philosophical context in which medir;nion is being 
practiced. For example, the technique of mediration 
can occur within a context in which going beyond 
individual ego, learning surrender, and ulrimare rrust 
ofthe universe are posirely valued. Medirarion may be 
compelling for many individuals on differenr levels. 
Self-regulation goals can incl ude menral pcace and 
equanimity; and greater emotional discipl ine and con
centration. Self-liberation goals can involve going 
beyond personal ego to an experienrial beliefabout the 
sacred nature ofthe universe, a deepen ing of" compas
sion; and an increased sensitivity and d"t<lITs ro hel p 
end suffering in oneself and others. Depending upon 
the health care provider's orientation, these ma)' or not 
be seen as signs of psychological well being or goals of 
positive health (14-17). Otten a ther;lpisr may ihap
propriately pathologize that which docs nor fir neatly 
into his/her orientation. 

On the other hand, the anainl11enr of" positive 
psychological and/or spiritual well being can be excep
tionally difficult (16). At the risk of" mixing non
theistic Buddhist and theistic Jewish mera phors, rhe 
sages of old reported in the Talmud nea r1y two thou
sand years ago the story of four Rabbis who entered 
Pardes to seek enlightenment. One dies, one becomes 
an apostate, one goes crazy; and only onc rerurtls wirh 

wisdom. These findings from this study cannot be 
easily dism issed, and suggest the critical importance of 
being sensitive to the adverse influences in short, aswell 
as long term meditators. These potential negative 
effects may be true not only for meditation as relax
ation, but also for meditation as a spiritual path. 

PROBLEMS WITH THE STUDY 
AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

1\though collecting research data always presents 
some problems, collecting data from meditators 
presents special problems. For example, one com

mented "I found myselftense, angry, spaced out taking 
(the questionnaire) the second time (right after the 
retreat). I also found it painful and did not like doing 
it at all." Another noted "I am sorry to foul up your 
study, but I no longer feel able to make accurate 
generalizations about myself.. one no longer knows 
'what' one 'is' except in the moment-which makes 
filling out this form nigh impossible." 

Problems of the size of the sample, the low return 
rate, and the nature of questionnaire data in general, 
make it necessary to be cautious in generalizing from 
this study. Future research should attempt to deter
mine whether it is possible to be more precisely predict, 
using psychological measures of defensiveness, ego 
strength, tolerance of ambiguity, attentional absorp
tion, whether there is a certain subset of individuals 
who have more serious adverse effects. In addition, this 
study clearly highlights the importance of obtaining 
prospective, in addition to retrospective data. How
ever, because this study so closely replicates the previ
ous study of Otis, using a different meditation popu
lation, it does add one more pieceto our understanding 
of adverse effects. 

This article suggests a middle road, between 
uncritical hosannahs ofmeditation's effectiveness, and 
equally uncritical dismissal of that which does not 
neatly conform to the biases ofrationalistic science. On 
the one hand, we as scientists and therapists may need 
to be open to exploring ul timate issues and world views 
which do not neatly fit within our preexisting para
digm. On the other hand, we also need to be careful 
that we not allow our belief systems to keep us from 
blindly seeing growth where there may in fact be harm 
occurring. 
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